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M O R G A N  S T A N L E Y  R E S E A R C H  
 

August 5, 2013 

Global EM Investor 
The Fragile Five 
We continue to see scope for a bear market rally in EM risk assets through 
the summer, but within established ranges – leading us to retain our 
tactical directional stance of Hold. Market technicals are favourable, and 
short-term momentum is normalising. The divergence in EM and DM 
growth conditions remains in place. In addition, as policy guidance 
towards still-low rates in G3 remains in place, further EM currency stability 
may present opportunities to extend duration selectively in local rates.  

 

Comments of the Week 

EM Currencies – The Fragile Five: The EM currency bear market that has been 
in place for the past two years is likely to continue over the medium term, as the 
factors supporting BoP flows over the last decade continue to unwind. Currencies 
will likely be held back by high inflation, large current account deficits, 
challenging capital flow prospects and potentially weak EM growth.  

The prospective normalisation of Fed monetary policy simply exacerbates these 
underlying fundamental weaknesses. BRL, IDR, INR, TRY and ZAR will likely 
remain under medium-term pressure, and we continue to recommend 
accumulating long USD positions versus these currencies on any meaningful 
dips.  

Rate hikes and FX intervention only provide breathing room, and we continue to 
highlight the importance of structural reforms to attract capital on a sustainable 
basis. Future differentiation on these grounds will likely be high. MXN remains 
the bright spot. 

 

EM Credit – Belarus Potash Crisis: Trigger for Repricing: Belarus has 
underperformed EM peers in the past week; however, it is still one of the best-
performing credits this year. We see the recent collapse of the potash marketing 
arrangement and the likely negative impact for the Belarus economy as a trigger 
for investors to reprice Belarus credit wider. 

 
Assessment Changes 

Currencies: We downgrade BRL to neutral/underweight from neutral.  

 
Asset Class Stance 

Currencies Local Rates Sovereign Credit Corporate Credit 

Hold Hold Hold Hold 
 

G L O B A L  E M  M A C R O  S T R A T E G Y  T E A M  
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Note: Due to the nature of the fixed income 
market, the issuers or bonds of the issuers 
recommended or discussed in this report may 
not be continuously followed. Accordingly, 
investors must regard this report as providing 
stand-alone analysis and should not expect 
continuing analysis or additional reports relating 
to such issuers or bonds of the issuers. 
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Global EM Cross-Asset Compass 
James Lord, Rashique Rahman 

 
Corp Credit 

EMFX Sell Reduce Hold  Accumulate Buy 
Rates Sell Reduce Hold  Accumulate Buy 
Sov Credit Sell Reduce Hold  Accumulate Buy 

Sell Reduce Hold  Accumulate Buy 

x We see scope for a resumption in the bear market rally for 
EM risk through the summer, but within established trading 
ranges; this keeps us with our Hold stance. 

x As currencies stabilise, we look to extend duration, 
selectively, in EM local rates. 

x This week’s policy decisions from DM central banks could 
prove a tailwind for risk appetite, but we recommend highly 
selective exposure, given ongoing concerns about growth in 
China and other fundamental concerns in EM.  

 

What We Think 

We continue to see scope for a bear market rally in EM risk 
assets through the summer, but within established ranges, 
leading us to retain our tactical directional stance of Hold. 
There is likely to be considerable differentiation in relative 
performance going forward and, given the challenging 
medium-term outlook for BRL, IDR, INR, TRY and ZAR, we 
see these currencies as offering not particularly compelling 
risk/reward even in the current context. We like MXN and 
RUB. 

With the weaker-than expected US non-farm payrolls and the 
increased emphasis by the FOMC on downside risks to 
inflation, the market is likely to continue to pare back 
expectations of the pace of rate normalisation in the 
immediate term. This is coupled with the guidance of late from 
G4 central banks that extraordinarily low policy rates are likely 
for some time.  

Our economists see 3Q13 real GDP in the US tracking at 
2.2%, and expect to see tapering of asset purchases 
beginning in September, even if this means an extended 
period of near-zero policy rates. Bond and EM currency bears 
be aware – given our sense of positioning, disappointment in 
the data is skewed towards bond buying and USD selling.  

No doubt, the data-dependent nature of the Fed stance is 
likely to keep volatility elevated in the rates space, but for now 
this dynamic is likely to support our recommendation for 
remaining exposed to high grade sovereign credit.  

For local rates, the extent of steepness – and risk premia 
embedded – in the back end of curves is notable, particularly 
considering a still-muted growth and inflation outturn for EM 
economies. Concern over the eventual normalisation of 
monetary policy in the US is serving to sustain this steepness, 
we believe.  

Exhibit 1 

EM 2s10s versus EM CPI 
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Though we maintain our Hold stance in local rates, we are 
looking for an opportunity to extend duration on signs of 
stability in EM currencies and core rate market yields. Indeed, 
in terms of sequence, we should see EM currencies stabilise 
first, followed by front-end rates and high grade credit, and 
only then the long ends of both local and credit curves.  

We believe that extending duration is likely to be one of the 
most important risk-calibration exercises in the coming weeks. 

One argument for extending duration in EM remains the 
ongoing growth divergence between EM and DM. Strong 
growth in DM that threatens to raise long-term yields in the US 
will raise the risk of EM yields heading higher too. But with 
evidence growing that the growth slowdown in EM continues 
to intensify, there are still good grounds for EM central banks 
to keep policy rates well anchored.  

As Exhibit 2 highlights, the average G10 country PMI has 
rebounded substantially in the past 6-9 months, while EM 
PMIs have continued to flounder, now verging on heading 
below the 50 threshold that (in theory) separates expansion 
from contraction.  
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Exhibit 2 

DM PMIs Rebounding as EM Stagnates 
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A key aspect of our anticipated recovery in the market is that 
the underlying technicals remain favourable; cash balances by 
EM-dedicated funds have increased substantially, to 8.6% on 
a weighted-average basis, dollar long positions in many 
currencies are at multi-year highs and – based on our short-
term indicators – market momentum looks to be normalising.   

Exhibit 3 

Momentum in FX and Credit Is Not Stretched 
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What We’re Watching 

This week will be less intensive than last week on the data 
front with regard to both G10 and EM economies. The most 
important releases for near-term direction, and our medium-
term outlook, will come in the form of the China data pack 
released on Thursday and Friday. On the whole, our 
economists expect some stabilisation in data, with exports 
(Thursday) coming in strong due to base effects, and CPI 
(Friday) expected to remain low. 

Elsewhere, Russia, South Africa, Malaysia, the Philippines, 
Poland, Singapore and Israel will all report FX reserves 
holdings for July this week. While not typically market-moving, 
we will pay attention to these numbers, given the declines in 
EM FX reserve holdings seen through May and June. Part of 
our medium-term bearish outlook on EM assets is based on 
our view that EM economies will have a more difficult time 
attracting foreign currency inflows, and we expect this to be 
reflected in FX reserve accumulation slowing and/or possibly 
reversing over the medium term.   

On the policy front, there will be MPC meetings in Korea 
(Wednesday), Peru (Thursday) and Russia (Friday) this week. 
Our economists think that all three central banks will keep 
rates on hold, in line with consensus expectations. However, 
according to the Bloomberg survey, the risk of a cut is 
perhaps largest in Russia. Our economists expect the CBR to 
remain on hold, as inflation has not yet returned to the target 
range; however, they expect the cutting cycle to start in 
September with an initial 25bp cut.  
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Risk Events of the Week  
Date (ET) Time (ET) Ccy Event Ref period MS Fcast Market Previous 
05-Aug 9:00 BRL PMI Services Jul   51 
05-Aug 9:00 MXN Consumer Confidence Index Jul   93.3 
05-06 Aug 19:00 RUB CPI YoY Jul  6.50% 6.90% 
05-Aug 20:00 COP CPI MoM Jul 0.15% 0.09% 0.23% 
0
 

5-Aug 2
 

1:00 P
 

HP C
 

PI YoY J
 
ul  

 
2.9 % 0

 
2.8 % 0

 
06-Aug 3:00 HUF Industrial Production WDA YoY Jun P   -2.10% 
06-Aug 3:00 CZK Industrial Output YoY Jun  -2.50% -2.20% 
06-Aug 3:00 CZK Trade Balance Jun  31.2B 28.8B 
06-Aug 7:00 BRL FGV Inflation IGP-DI MoM Jul  0.24% 0.76% 
06-Aug 9:00 MXN Leading Indicators (MoM) Jun   0.02 
06-08 Aug 19:00 RUB Official Reserve Assets Jul  508.5B 513.8B 
        
07-Aug 0:01 MYR Industrial Production YoY Jun  3.70% 3.40% 
07-Aug 2:00 ZAR Gross Reserves Jul   $46.98B 
07-Aug 4:00 CZK International Reserves Jul   43.8B 
07-Aug 5:00 SGD Foreign Reserves Jul   $259.82B 
07-Aug 5:00 MYR Foreign Reserves Jul-31   $137.9B 
07-Aug 8:00 PLN Official Reserves Jul   106915 
07-Aug 8:00 BRL IBGE Inflation IPCA MoM Jul -0.03% 0.00% 0.26% 
07-Aug 8:00 HUF Hungarian Central Bank's Minutes     
07-Aug 8:30 CLP Trade Balance Jul -$250m  $608.0 
07-Aug 8:30 CLP Copper Exports Jul   $3402.0 
07-Aug 9:00 MXN Gross Fixed Investment May -0.1%  5.90% 
07-Aug 10:00 HUF Budget Balance YTD Jul   -721.7B 
07-Aug  HKD Foreign Reserves Jul   $303.5B 
07-Aug  MXN Central Bank 2Q Inflation Report     
07-Aug  ILS Foreign Currency Balance Jul   78.2B 
07-Aug  PHP Foreign Reserves Jul   $81.3B 
0
 
7-Aug 2

 
1:00 K

 
RW B

 
oK 7-Day Repo Rate A

 
ug 2.5 % 0

 
2.5 % 0

 
2.5 % 0

 
08-Aug 4:00 TWD Trade Balance Jul $3.3B $2.26B $3.25B 
08-Aug 4:00 TWD Exports YoY Jul 3.70% 5.00% 8.60% 
08-Aug 4:00 TWD Imports YoY Jul -5.90% -0.10% 6.80% 
08-Aug 5:30 ZAR Mining Production YoY Jun   -0.70% 
08-Aug 5:30 ZAR Gold Production YoY Jun   -14.60% 
08-Aug 7:00 ZAR Manufacturing Prod NSA YoY Jun   2.20% 
08-Aug 7:00 BRL FGV CPI IPC-S Aug-07   -0.17% 
08-Aug 8:00 CLP CPI MoM Jul 0.40% 0.30% 0.60% 
08-Aug 9:00 MXN CPI MoM Jul 0.03% 0.02% -0.06% 
08-Aug 17:00 COP Exports FOB Jun   $5266.8 
08-Aug  CNY Trade Balance Jul $34.0B $25.90B $27.12B 
08-Aug  CNY Exports YoY Jul 5.00% 1.00% -3.10% 
08-Aug  CNY Imports YoY Jul 0.00% 1.00% -0.70% 
08-Aug 19:00 PEN Reference Rate Aug 4.25% 4.25% 4.25% 
08-Aug 21:30 CNY CPI YoY Jul 2.60% 2.80% 2.70% 
0
 

8-Aug 2
 

1:30 C
 

NY P
 

PI YoY J
 
ul -2.3 % 0

 
-2.1 % 0

 
-2.7 % 0

 
09-Aug 1:30 CNY Industrial Production YoY Jul 9% 8.90% 8.90% 
09-Aug 1:30 CNY Fixed Assets Ex Rural YTD YoY Jul 20% 20.00% 20.10% 
09-Aug 1:30 CNY Retail Sales YoY Jul 13.30% 13.40% 13.30% 
09-Aug 3:00 HUF Trade Balance Jun P    
09-Aug 3:00 CZK CPI YoY Jul  1.60% 1.60% 
09-Aug 3:00 RON Trade Balance Jun   -498.6 
09-Aug 3:30 THB Foreign Reserves Aug-02    
09-Aug 9:00 MXN Trade Balance Jun F   855.0M 
09-Aug  RUB Exports Jun  41.3B 41.4B 
09-Aug  RUB Imports Jun  27.9B 26.4B 
09-Aug  RUB Refinancing Rate Aug-09  8.25% 8.25% 
09-Aug  RUB Overnight Deposit Rate Aug-09  4.50% 4.50% 
09-Aug  RUB Overnight Auction-Based Repo Aug-09  5.50% 5.50% 
09-Aug  PEN Trade Balance Jun   -$404M 
09-Aug  COP Colombia Monetary Policy Minutes     

Source: Morgan Stanley Research, Bloomberg; Note: Italics indicates earliest possible release date. Bold indicates a monetary policy meeting.   

 
AXJ Weekly Publication, August 2; CEEMEA Weekly Publication, July 26; LatAm Weekly Publication, August 2 
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Trade Radar (All Open Trades)                                                Cross-Asset

Robert Habib, Simon Waever 

 

Local Markets  

Buy 2015 BRL BE 
Inflation

Receive MXN 5y 
TIIE

CZK 2y1y 
Receiver vs. EUR

Buy USD/IDR 1m 
NDF

Buy USD/PLN

Reward / Risk

T
ra

d
e 

S
co

re

Rates FX

 Less Compelling

More Compelling

 

Recent Opened Trades 

Receive MXN 5y TIIE  

Reduced volatility in both the DM/EM rates space has 
improved risk/reward on initiating receivers. The 5y tenor 
offers the most attractive vol-adjusted carry on the curve, and 
we target 5.0%, given Banxico’s dovish outlook on the 
economy and the expected reduction of risk premium. 

Buy CZK 2y1y Receiver versus EUR  

CZK rates have underperformed EUR rates sharply despite the 
CNB forecasting low rates over the next two years and very 
low inflation. We see their spread tightening back in the 
coming weeks. 

 

Credit 

Sell Colombia 5y 
CDS vs. Sell 

Colombia'21**

Buy SOAF 2022 
vs. SOAF 2041**

Buy BNDES'20 vs. 
BRAZIL'19**

Switch into KZOKZ 
'43 from KZOKZ 

'18**

Reward / Risk

Tr
ad

e 
S

co
re

Sovereign Credit Corporate Credit

More Compelling

 Less Compelling

Recent Opened Trades 

Sell Colombia 5y CDS vs. Sell Colombia ’21 

The positive basis in LatAm appears too high in countries with 
strong fundamentals and where CDS hedges may therefore be 
unwound. Colombia is one such country and, by looking at the 
basis versus all bonds, we find that that Colombia ’21 is 
furthest away from its historical average.  

 

*Trade score is a simple sum of four components, with the maximum score for each component given in parentheses. Conviction (4): This is 
subjectively assigned based on the trade rationale, with four being the highest conviction level and zero the lowest. Directionality (2): Between 
zero and two, with two indicating a non-directional trade and zero indicating a directional trade. Carry (2): A score is given depending on the 
trade’s three-month carry. Negative carry gets a value of zero. Positive carry, which is less than the stop-loss of the trade, gets one. Carry in 
excess of the stop-loss gets two. Z-Score (2): The difference of the current level of the trade and its mean, divided by the one-year standard 
deviation of weekly changes. In any case where mean > current > target, or where mean < current < target, a score of zero is awarded. 
Otherwise, a z-score above 4 is given a score of 2, one between 2 and 4 is given a score of 1 and one below 2 is given a zero. Trade Score is 
represented below each recommended trade (except for Hedges). 
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Trades We Recommend 
Entry Notional   Gross P&L

Trade Status Date Level ($m or DV01*) bp US$k

Sovereign Credit
Buy SOAF 2022 vs. SOAF 2041** 18-Feb-13 -26 -14 -51 -11 10x5 -9 (9)
Sell Colombia 5y CDS vs. Sell Colombia'21** 25-Jul-13 47 30 10 70 15.5x10 -1 143
Corporate Credit
Switch into KZOKZ '43 from KZOKZ '18** 1-Jul-13 313 317 270 370 10 +1 58
Buy BNDES'20 vs. BRAZIL'19** 25-Jul-13 142 103 100 160 10x10 +42 297

Buy 2015 BRL BE Inflation 18-Apr-13 5.53 5.67 6.20 5.00 10 +14 280
CZK 2y1y Receiver vs. EUR 9-Jul-13 49 42 15 60 40 +7 36
Receive MXN 5y TIIE NEW STOP 17-Jul-13 5.38 5.67 5.00 5.90 10 -29 4

Buy 1y USD/ CNY Put Spread (K = 6, 6.18) 26-Apr-13 6.22 6.18 10
Buy USD/IDR 1m NDF 10-Jun-13 10,327 10,428 10,500 10,000 -10 (135)
Buy USD/PLN 20-Jun-13 3.29 3.19 3.40 3.14 -10 (351)

CURRENCIES

RATES

Target StopCurrent

CREDIT

 
 
Trades Closed This Week 

Entry Exit Notional   Gross P&L
Trade Status Date Level Date Level ($m or DV01*) bp US$k

Sovereign Credit

Corporate Credit

RATES

CURRENCIES

CREDIT

 
**Trade spreads (entry, current, target and stop) are displayed in z-spreads, all other credit trades are displayed in yield (bp). Gross P&L in always in yield terms 
Gross P&L includes carry but excludes transaction costs. These are hypothetical, not actual, trades. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
Source: Morgan Stanley Research 
 
For a longer history of our recommended trades, see Recommended Trade Summary, July 12, 2013.  
 

https://secure.ms.com/fidweb/firLink/webapp/openFile.jsp?action=stream&filename=mtb99667.pdf
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Credit 

 
Corporate 
Sovereign Sell Reduce Hold Accumulate Buy 

Sell Reduce Hold Accumulate Buy 

x We maintain our Hold stance in EM sovereign and corporate 
credit. On the sovereign side, we remain overweight low-beta 
LatAm following the weaker-than-expected non-farm payrolls 
data and the recent spread widening. 

x We expect further repricing wider in Belarus following the 
collapse of the potash marketing agreement last week. 

x On the corporate side, we continue to stay positioned in 
quasi-sovereign issuers offering relative pick-up over 
sovereign names.  

 

Sovereign Credit 

EM sovereign bond spreads widened another 10bp last week, 
with low-beta LatAm and Asian credits among the 
underperformers. As the correction we highlighted two weeks 
ago has continued, there appears to be increasing value in 
the low-beta sector. Furthermore, a weaker-than-expected 
non-farm payroll number lends further support to high grade 
credits, in our view. We remain overweight low-beta credits, 
especially in LatAm. 

While most high-beta names have been more resilient, the 
worst performer in the EM sovereign complex has been 
Belarus, with a 4% loss last week. Yet, we see the recent 
collapse of the potash marketing arrangement and the likely 
negative impact for the Belarus economy as a trigger for 
investors to reprice Belarus credit wider (see Belarus 
Economics and Strategy: Potash Crisis? August 2, 2013). 

Corporate Credit 

We maintain our Hold stance in corporate credit. EM 
corporate credit spreads moved slightly wider over the past 
week, in line with a move wider in sovereign spreads. On a 
regional basis, CEEMEA corporates outperformed, while Asia 
continues to lag. On a sector basis, banks outperformed, 
while M&M was the weakest. 

Subdued activity in August: The relative stability we have 
seen in EM credit markets has eased the outflows compared 
to June. However, retail outflows remain highly sensitive to 
performance, and we expect this to be a source of volatility. 
Primary market activity in August tends to be relatively low, 
and we expect the next four weeks to see a limited number of 
deals, similar to 2012 and 2011. Additionally, we expect the 

secondary market to remain range-bound this month, with 
only idiosyncratic stories such as a potash pricing reset to 
drive meaningful spread moves in selected names.  

The start of August saw US$3.3 billion of issuance, coming 
mostly from CEEMEA, including a 10-year US$1 billion bond 
by quasi-sovereign Eskom as well as a 7-year US$ debut 
issue by IG Turkish transportation company Mersin. Total 
issuance year-to-date amounts to US$201 billion, which 
represents 72% of total issuance from last year.  

Exhibit 1 

Relative Assessment and 3m Performance  

− o +   CDS 3m perf. bp
COL �ဏ ͥ� ͨ� Ϥ� ҇૱� ԇୱ� �ರن �ಞش গခ� �ޖ �༎ࢤ �൸ �أ ͣ +55

MEX �ဏ ৷� ͨ� Ϥ� ҇૱� Ԇ୰� �ಈ؞ �ಞش ক� ݄ථ� �ຼࡒ �ദڼ �ג ͣ +47

KAZ �ဏ ͧ� ζਠ� Ε� Ҳଜ� ց௫� �ഄښ �ാ۔ জဆ� ࡛� �ຝ࠳ �ຒࠨ �ೞٴ ͣ +48

TURK �ဏ ͥ� ͦ� Α৻� Ћੵ� ѧ� �ಭك ּద� চင� �ࠋ �ຣ࠹ टྉ� �ޕ ͣ +88

PER �ဏ ͥ� ͩ� Ќ੶� ҈� ச� �ٮ �ಞش ঘဂ� �ษ ༷� ܶච� �ಎؤ ͣ +53

PHI �ဏ ͦ� Ε� үଙ� Ԅ୮� �హ ٜೆ� ছစ� �ພ࠴ �ໂࡘ �ผ �മۄ �ඈܞ ͣ +48

EGY �ဏ Ύ৸� Γ৽� ѕિ� Ͷৠ� �ಈ؞ �ಒب �ฮ߄ ক� �ඕܫ ѩ� �ഇڝ ݀ඪ� ͣ +168

HUN �ဏ ϝੇ� ͧ� μਦ� ҆૰� Ӟୈ� ؖಀ� Ӵ� � �ധڽ �׳ ֟ఉ� ԉ୳� ͣ +37

LIT �ဏ ৷� ͨ� ϡੋ� Д� �ఽד ۪ൔ� �ാ۔ ডဋ� ऩྒྷ� ज྆� �ܚ �ࠇ ͣ +18

RUS �ဏ εਟ� ͨ� ϣ੍� Ѡ� ச� ٬ೖ� �פ ঘဂ� �ร �๊ߠ ެถ� �ג ͣ +46

SOAF �ဏ εਟ� ͭৗ� Ұଚ� ԯங� �ಳى �ڔ �פ চင� �ࠎ �༖ࢬ �ຽࡓ �൘ۮ ͣ +58

UKR �ဏ ৷� ͧ� εਟ� ͩ� Е� �ౡ ٜೆ� ঠည� ः� ॻ� ॴ� ࡚ໄ� ͣ +192

CRO �ဏ ৷� ͩ� Џ� ԇୱ� َಸ� �ݣ �൦ۼ জဆ� �ࡕ ܶච� �ಈ؞ �ಎؤ ͣ +45

ARG* �ဏ Փ� ֩ఓ� �ഃڙ �ഇڝ ݅ද� � ॼ� এ� َಸ� �ුݪ ߭๗� ͬ� ͣ -207

BRA �ဏ ͧ� νਧ� үଙ� ԃ୭� ֧� �ಯم ،� ছစ� �ລ࠻ ॲ� �ࠃ ۱൛� ͣ +80

VEN �ဏ ͨ� Ϡ� ϡੋ� Ѝ� Ҹଢ� ٰ� �೮ڄ গခ� �ސ �ภ �ෆݜ �వ ͣ +146

CHL �ဏ ͦ� Βৼ� еટ� Үଘ� ӡୋ� �ഁڗ ٜೆ� ঙဃ� �๎ߤ �ຽࡓ �൏ۥ � ͣ +29

INDO �ဏ ͧ� μਦ� ҉� ூ� �ೞٴ �ඎܤ ঘဂ� �ย �ล �ຘ �ිݨ �ว ͣ +94

MAL �ဏ ͦ� Α৻� Ќ੶� Ҋ� ս௧� �؈ ࣼས� �໊ࡠ ࣻཥ� ࠪດ� �രۆ �ෞݴ ͣ +53

POL �ဏ ԝஇ� Ͱ� Ԧஐ� ӕି� ұଛ� Ւ� ֔� ণဍ� ॳ� �ນ �ތ �ൽܓ ͣ +10

Current Prior  
Source: Morgan Stanley Research; *We allocate all exposure to the Par bond.
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Local Rates 
 
Sell Reduce Hold  Accumulate Buy 

x We maintain a Hold stance in EM rates. Markets might be 
calming down for now, but we expect more volatility as the 
September 18 FOMC meeting approaches.  

x EM data have been mixed of late, which does not provide a 
consistent signal for markets. However, the front end of local 
curves has generally outperformed. This week we get July 
inflation in Mexico and Russia, our two top picks in local 
bonds, and we expect declines in both. 

x Markets with particularly attractive carry and roll-down, such 
as ZAR and MXN, might outperform in the near term if global 
fixed income and currency markets stabilise. 

 

 
We maintain a Hold stance in local rates. EM fixed income 
remains highly linked to DM, as the volatility over the last 
month showed. With most key US events behind us and 
mixed signals from EM data, we could see a near-term 
summer rally in thin liquidity in markets where carry and roll-
down is attractive. 

The fate of EM rates, particularly the longer end of local 
curves, remains tightly linked to DM rates, as the last few 
weeks have shown. With markets still undecided on the timing 
of QE tapering, we believe that the direction of US rates will 
be key to watch as we approach the September 18 FOMC 
meeting. 

Exhibit 1 

EM PMIs Mixed in June 
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Source: Morgan Stanley Research, Haver Analytics 

In addition, EM data are mixed, which does not provide a 
consistent dovish or hawkish signal for EM to start diverging 
from DM rates. June PMI increased in as many countries as it 
declined, for example. That said, the front end of local curves 
continues to outperform the long end and curves have 
remained steep. On the data front this week, we have July 
inflation in Russia and Mexico, our top picks in local bonds, 
and we expect to see declines in both countries. 

If global fixed income markets manage to remain quiet in the 
near term, we could see outperformance in EM rate markets 
where carry and roll-down is particularly attractive, such as 
ZAR and MXN.  

Exhibit 2 

Relative Assessment and Recent Performance 

− o + 3m Perf of 5y Bonds, bp
RUB � ဏ ͨ� Ϧ� Әୂ� Է� �ގ �ෞݴ চင� �ࠊ ߽� �ױ Քா� �హ ͣ +42
MXN � ဏ ͨ� ϧੑ� Ԉ୲� �ٲ �ഫہ �ഖڬ ঠည� ः� ॴ� �ໂࡘ �ภ �ෑݧ ͣ +83
HUF � ဏ Эગ� ͩ� Е� � �മۄ �ඎܤ খက� �ශݗ Ԃ୬� ռ௦� �ాה �ൿܕ ͣ +66
PLN � ဏ ͦ� Βৼ� кત� ր௪� �٭ ،� ঠည� ࣷཡ� �ෲވ �ٯ ًವ� �൘ۮ ͣ +74
ILS � ဏ �౷؍ ͭৗ� ҹଣ� �ഌڢ �ࠔ ঢ� ्ྷ� � �๋ߡ �แߗ �ರن �ಋء ͣ +3
RON � ဏ ͦ� Δ৾� Ҋ� ௶� �ໂࡘ �ฮ߄ টဉ� ༺� ްบ� �٭ �ౘ ӗୁ� ͣ +25
CZK � ဏ ϝੇ� Ͱ� Ԭ� �ాה �ඁܗ �ขޘ ऄ� ঞဈ� �༑ࢧ �ދ ۵ൟ� � ͣ +56
COP � ဏ ͦ� Α৻� В� ւ௬� �ലۈ �ฮ߄ চင� �ࠌ �ࡕ ܾඨ� �ුݪ �ࠊ ͣ +157
KRW � ဏ ͨ� Ϣੌ� мદ� �ష �ౡ ٜೆ� ঙဃ� �๏ߥ � �ގ �ݭ � ͣ +63
INR � ဏ Іੰ� ৷� ͨ� Ϡ� Ϣੌ� жઠ� Әୂ� ԩஓ� Ւ� օ௯� ݈� ऄ� ͣ +142
ZAR � ဏ ͦ� Ζ� Ӣୌ� �വۋ �ຝ࠳ �࠼ ঝဇ� � ࣕ༿� � �ມ࠷ ࣕ༿� ͣ +161
NGN � ဏ ৷� ͥ� ͪ� тબ� �റۇ �ޒ �ࠔ ত� ড� ऩ� डྋ� ߫๕� ͣ +214
BRL � ဏ ͨ� Ϥ� Ҋ� ս௧� �౧ �බ জဆ� � � �ࠂ �യۅ ݂ඬ� ͣ +187
TRY � ဏ ϝੇ� ͨ� ϧੑ� ԇୱ� �ಬق ௶� ࡚ໄ� �ࠋ �࠼ জဆ� �໌ࡢ ्ྷ� ͣ +279
PHP � ဏ ͧ� θਢ� ϫ� ֣� ֥ఏ� ،� ঢ� ॓� ॴ� �ໂࡘ �ภ �ැݦ ͣ +102
CLP � ဏ ҥଏ� ͱ� ՠொ� ާฑ� ԉ୳� �ഖڬ টဉ� �༳ �ഄښ �ബۂ �ബۂ �ബۂ ͣ +8
PEN � ဏ ৷� ͬ� Ғૼ� �യۅ ܿඩ� �ฆޜ ঝဇ� � � �์ߢ �ࠉ �๋ߡ ͣ +126
MYR � ဏ ͧ� λਥ� ѣ્� ֝ఇ� Ҳଜ� օ௯� ܾඨ� �ݟ �ي �ളۉ �๐ߦ �༞ࢴ ͣ +69
THB � ဏ ѕિ� ͥ� ͩ� Њੴ� нધ� ،� টဉ� ༼� �ࠉ �๋ߡ �์ߢ �ࠊ ͣ +36
IDR � ဏ ͦ� ΐ৺� Ϣੌ� еટ� Ҳଜ� փ௭� ۬ൖ� �ඃܙ ߬๖� ঢ� ॓� ॹ� ͣ +236  

Source: Morgan Stanley Research 
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Currencies 
 
Sell Reduce Hold  Accumulate Buy 

x We maintain a Hold stance for EM currencies, as with the 
broader EM asset class. The positioning backdrop remains 
relatively healthy in EM, and we expected a continued 
gradual bear market rally over the summer.   

x This week’s data releases from China represent a near-term 
risk, given the role that the slowdown there has played in the 
overall deterioration in EM external positions. Upcoming data 
releases on FX reserves will probably show continued 
deterioration in the pace of FX reserve accumulation.  

 

 

We maintain our Hold stance for EM currencies. Our 
expectation of a summer bear market rally has been tested in 
the past couple of weeks, with EM assets resuming a 
weakening trend. Nevertheless, we continue to believe that 
the technical backdrop to the market remains relatively 
healthy and, as such, we continue to believe that the balance 
of risks is tilted towards a modest recovery in the coming 
weeks.  With few major data points to be released in the near 
term, markets may well refocus attention back on what we 
consider to be the major long-term driver of EM currency 
markets – the deteriorating external position of EM 
economies.  

As Exhibit 1 shows, the annual growth rate of central bank FX 
reserve accumulation is on the verge of heading into negative 
territory. This highlights the fact that EM currencies have been 
struggling to receive foreign currency inflows for the best part 
of the last two years, reversing years of high reserve growth 
and significant upside pressure on EM currencies. This 
longer-term story goes beyond concerns about Fed tapering, 
and speaks to an underlying loss of competitiveness and 
terms of trade deterioration related to the slowdown in China. 
As we explain on page 11, we believe that INR, BRL, ZAR, 
TRY and IDR have a lot to lose from the changing global 
landscape and, as such, we call them the ‘Fragile Five’. High 
inflation, weakening growth, large external deficits and in 
some cases exposure to the China slowdown and high 
dependence on fixed income inflows leave these currencies 
vulnerable, in our view.  

This week’s data releases from China represent a key risk. 
Our economics team anticipates a stabilisation in the data, but 
any further sign of a slowdown in IP and retail sales would 
likely place EM currencies under some renewed pressure.  

Exhibit 1 

Annual FX Reserve Growth* Heading Into Negative 
Territory 
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Source: Haver Analytics, Morgan Stanley Research; *Growth rates calculated using constant 
exchange rates and represented as percentage point contribution to the total. 

Exhibit 2 

Relative Assessments 

− o +
CNY � ဏ Ӽ୦� ҁ૫� Їੱ� εਟ� ͨ� Ϥ� ҃૭� ћૅ� џૉ� ԃ୭� ֦ఐ� �ಋء 0.2%
MXN � ဏ টဉ� �༱ࣇ �ಪـ ԧ� Ԁ୪� ԫக� ֕� ͵য়� �౩ �ޔ �ືࡍ �ౚװ ͣ -4.8%
ILS � ဏ Ϋਕ� �࠼ ঢ� हྣ� Տஹ� ԋ୵� ۪ൔ� �ലۈ ާฑ� ӷୡ� κਤ� Эગ� ͣ 0.1%
PEN � ဏ ͮ� Ӟୈ� �ಓة �้ߟ �ގ �ොݲ ॒� ॔� ঠည� ऀཪ� ः� ॼ� ͣ -7.2%
RUB � ဏ Ύ৸� ৷� ͯ� ԅ୯� �ౖ Қ� �ࠊ �ࠔ খက� �ݡ �ഌڢ �ࠊ ͣ -4.4%
RON � ဏ ѧ� �ಫف Ֆீ� �ಐئ �ݕ Ӊଳ� णྍ� �࠼ ঐ� ٫ೕ� ֕� ͫ� ͣ 0.0%
PLN � ဏ υਯ� �״ �ీז �ලݓ ѕિ� ৭� �ຟ࠵ � ক� �ܯ ӷୡ� ηਡ� ͣ 0.0%
COP � ဏ ͨ� Ϯ� �ا �ދ ۧ� ٜೆ� টဉ� ࣙགྷ� ठྊ� ޯน� �ಲو �ٲ ͣ -3.0%
PHP � ဏ ͦ� Δ৾� Ҏ� �ಉ؟ َಸ� �ෞݴ ছစ� �ມ࠷ ࣗཁ� ࣖཀ� �༗ࢭ � ͣ -6.1%
SGD � ဏ ৢ� �ೞٴ �ൾܔ �൱܇ ԁ୫� է� ༺� �ฮ߄ ও� �൘ۮ �ݤ �අܛ ͣ -2.7%
TWD � ဏ Ϳ৩� �ދ ۭൗ� �ܮ Ӟୈ� �ಞش ঘဂ� �ฦ �ຼࡒ �രۆ �ݢ �ശی ͣ -1.3%
INR � ဏ ͦ� Βৼ� иઢ� ԫக� ֦ఐ� �ಓة �๋ߡ �๑ߧ ࣓༽� �ປ࠱ �้ߟ �ฆޜ ͣ -11.5%
CLP � ဏ ͬ� Ҍ� �ూט �ร �โߘ �೭ڃ ॸ� ऀཪ� ࣼས� ࡛� �ມ࠷ ࣜཆ� ͣ -8.1%
KRW � ဏ ͮ� Ӟୈ� �ಊؠ ٥� ҵଟ� ،� চင� �ࠊ � �ఴ ձ� Г� ͣ -1.6%
CZK � ဏ �ඎܤ চင� �ࠁ �ೱڇ εਟ� ͵য়� ౫� ߫๕� ६࿖� �൹ �ಧؽ Ҭଖ� ͣ 2.0%
MYR � ဏ ͩ� Ћੵ� Ѥ� �శ �హ ٓಽ� �ຘ �ුݪ �ࠈ �ฤ �ࠍ � ͣ -8.8%
BRL � ဏ ͧ� κਤ� п� �ಯم �ౢ �೧ٽ � �້ ࣙགྷ� दྐ� �༙ࢯ ࣜཆ� ͣ -13.2%
HUF � ဏ ݀ඪ� ޯน� ٕಿ� � ٝೇ� ΄৮� �ໂࡘ �ฮ߄ � �أ ۧ� �ي ͣ 0.5%
THB � ဏ ͧ� κਤ� лથ� ֫క� ۩� �ഒڨ ࣾཨ� �༞ࢴ ঠည� ࣾཨ� �༚ࢰ ः� ͣ -5.0%
TRY � ဏ ͯ� Ԁ୪� Ԯ� �ಈ؞ �ಅ؛ ֵట� � �࠼ ড� ठྊ� �ฤ �ࠊ ͣ -6.9%
IDR � ဏ ͦ� Ώ৹� ξਨ� ӗୁ� Ӿ୨� ӟ� �ರن �ಅ؛ ֦ఐ� �ا �ฃޙ ब� ͣ -6.1%
ZAR � ဏ ͯ� ԅ୯� �؈ ࣻཥ� �ຝ࠳ �࠺ ैྲ� �ฮ߄ জဆ� �ໂࡘ �พ �ඁܗ ͣ -7.8%

   3m Perf vs USD*

 
Source: Morgan Stanley Research; *CEE performance is versus EUR 

 

Assessment Changes 

We downgrade BRL to neutral/underweight from neutral, given the 
sharp deterioration in the country’s trade balance and high external 
vulnerabilities. Despite stretched positioning, relief in BRL is unlikely. 
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EM Currencies: The Fragile Five  
James Lord 

x The EM currency bear market that has been in place for the 
past two years is likely to continue over the medium term, as 
the factors supporting BoP flows over the last decade 
continue to unwind. 

x Currencies will likely be held back by high inflation, large 
current account deficits, challenging capital flow prospects 
and potentially weak EM growth. The prospective 
normalisation of Fed monetary policy simply exacerbates 
these underlying fundamental weaknesses.  

x BRL, IDR, INR, TRY and ZAR will likely remain under 
medium-term pressure, and we continue to recommend 
accumulating long USD positions versus these currencies on 
any meaningful dips.  

x Rate hikes and FX intervention only provide breathing room, 
and we continue to highlight the importance of structural 
reforms to attract capital on a sustainable basis. Future 
differentiation on these grounds will likely be high. MXN 
remains the bright spot.  

 

EM currencies have had a torrid time in recent months, 
depreciating significantly against USD and on a trade-
weighted basis. While price action has of course been more 
volatile, recent weakness simply extends the bear market in 
EM currencies that has been in progress for the last two 
years.  

Exhibit 1 

EMFX Bear Market Goes Beyond Fed Tapering Risk 
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Source: Bloomberg, Morgan Stanley Research 

The factors which have afflicted EM currencies should be 
familiar to investors: The long-term trend has been driven 
by the deterioration in current account positions – driven by 
subdued DM growth, falling commodity prices, a slowing 
China and, importantly, deterioration in external 
competiveness related to elevated real exchange rates and 
high inflation. All this means that the various factors that have 
led to the long-term trend of FX reserve accumulation are 
starting to go into reverse, with growth rates in FX reserves 
likely to turn negative soon.  

Exhibit 2 

Annual EM FX Reserve Growth* About to Turn 
Negative 
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Source: Haver Analytics, Morgan Stanley Research; *Growth rates calculated using constant 
exchange rates and represented as percentage point contribution to the total. 

Against this already challenging backdrop, the 
prospective normalisation of Fed monetary policy simply 
exacerbates the risks: EM economies are already having a 
hard enough time attracting foreign currency inflows (whether 
export revenues or capital flows), and rising US Treasury 
yields simply supply another reason for capital to flow back to 
the US (see EM FX Strategy Update: Tapering EMFX 
Exposure, June 4, 2013). 

Exhibit 3 shows a ranking of EM currencies based on how 
they are affected by a number of variables that we consider 
important for the medium-term outlook: Inflation, REER levels, 
exposure to industrial metal prices (a proxy for China 
rebalancing risks), balance of payments reliance on fixed 
income flows, current account positions and our metric of 
overall external vulnerability (External Coverage Ratio).  

We normalise these metrics into z-score terms and provide an 
overall ranking based on a simple average.  
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Exhibit 3 

Ranking Vulnerabilities*  
CPI REER Net Indus Metal Exp C/A FI Flows ECR Av.

CLP -0.33 0.13 3.31 0.94 0.31 0.50 0.69
TRY 1.44 -0.32 -0.59 1.34 0.70 1.06 0.40
PEN -0.69 0.65 1.65 0.85 - -0.63 0.34
IDR 0.97 0.54 -0.03 0.41 -0.20 0.66 0.30
BRL 1.15 0.65 0.09 0.64 -0.70 -0.05 0.25
MXN 0.02 -0.71 -0.27 0.13 1.95 0.64 0.23
ZAR 1.03 -2.41 0.52 1.15 0.78 0.92 0.16
INR 1.97 -0.31 -0.26 0.78 -1.17 0.52 0.15
COP -0.39 1.21 -0.27 0.50 -0.50 0.28 0.07
THB -0.21 1.20 -0.59 -0.27 -0.04 -0.26 0.01
PLN -1.16 -0.81 -0.23 0.50 1.62 0.57 -0.01
CZK -1.22 0.28 -0.46 0.15 0.83 0.69 -0.02
RUB 0.97 1.59 -0.07 -0.78 -1.06 -2.57 -0.04
HUF -0.10 -0.47 -0.36 -0.90 -0.50 0.59 -0.26
ILS -0.92 0.76 -0.26 -0.50 -1.28 0.06 -0.32

MYR -0.75 0.13 -0.55 -1.46 - -0.64 -0.44
KRW -0.63 -1.32 -0.84 -1.15 0.43 -0.13 -0.50
SGD -2.22 -0.31 -0.25 -0.20 -0.58
TWD -1.16 -0.80 -0.80 -2.32 -1.16 -2.22 -1.03  

*Higher Av value indicates greater risk; normalised data in z-scores terms 
Source: Bloomberg, Haver Analytics, Morgan Stanley Research  

There is of course a degree of overlap in a number of these 
metrics, but each is important in its own right, in our view, and 
deserves separate consideration. Even so, to prevent 
excessive bias to external vulnerability, we give half as much 
weight to the C/A and our External Coverage Ratio as we do 
to the other variables. In following sections, we go through our 
rationale for including these variables.  

The results show a number of currencies that are vulnerable, 
including CLP, TRY, IDR, PEN, BRL, ZAR and INR.  

We discount the ranking for Mexico for two reasons. First, its 
vulnerability centres on a high reliance on fixed income flows 
rather than any broad-based vulnerability. Second, we think 
that Mexico’s ability to attract capital will be high compared to 
other markets, given its push forward on structural reform 
measures. While PEN and CLP are certainly vulnerable, risks 
for these currencies stem primarily from the very high scores 
associated with the commodity price channel and China, 
which possibly overstates the riskiness of these currencies 
compared to others.  

The Fragile Five: BRL, IDR, ZAR, INR and TRY 

Meanwhile, BRL, IDR, ZAR, INR and TRY will likely face 
headwinds over the medium term from various factors ranging 
from high inflation, high REERs, external vulnerability from 
initial conditions and vulnerability to further external 
deterioration based on a heavy reliance on fixed income flows 
and/or China-related risks.  

The risks associated with these particular five currencies are 
also evident from the fact that central banks in these countries 
have been among the most aggressive in their bid to support 
their currencies.  

Of these five, South Africa is the only one that has not seen 
rate hikes ZAR, but this is mainly due to the central bank’s 
non-interventionist philosophy in terms of exchange rate 
management.   

Exhibit 4 

Which Currencies Have Received Official Support*? 
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Source: Haver Analytics, Morgan Stanley Research; *Grey bar indicates those economies 
which have seen rate hikes. Changes in FX reserves may also reflect valuation adjustments 
(including gold prices). 

India has lost fewer reserves compared to others, but support 
measures have also been backed up by reform measures 
aimed at curbing the current account deficit and attracting 
capital flows, thus easing some of the pressure for the central 
bank.  

Keeping it Simple: High Inflation Is Bad for FX, 
Particularly amid a Large C/A Deficit and High REER 

In an environment of strong and growing global demand, 
central banks will care less about expensive currency 
valuations. Growth in global demand would drive growth in 
global trade, which is a process that benefits everyone. 
However, in a world where global demand is stagnant and 
global trade volumes are flat-lining, currency valuations come 
into play to a greater extent as policy-makers fight to take a 
larger share of the demand pie.  

Countries that have higher inflation than their trading partners 
are more likely to run into currency valuation problems, 
sooner or later. As such, there is a risk that currencies in 
higher inflation economies see greater nominal depreciation 
as policy may becomes more biased towards preventing real 
appreciation, particularly if the economy suffers from a large 
current account deficit and an already elevated REER.  

Indeed, without adjustment in the nominal exchange rate, 
countries with high inflation will naturally see their currencies 
appreciate in real terms, potentially posing a risk to growth and 
further deterioration in trade and current account positions.  
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As Exhibit 5 shows, Indonesia, South Africa, Brazil, Russia, 
Turkey and India are all expected by our economists to have 
the highest rates of inflation over the next 18 months. As 
such, these countries will need to see a greater degree of 
nominal depreciation in order to prevent real exchange rates 
from appreciating faster than peers. This places IDR, ZAR, 
BRL, RUB, TRY and INR at an immediate disadvantage.  

Exhibit 5 

High Inflation Suggests Underperformance 
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The pressure this poses on RUB is arguably less severe than 
for others, given Russia’s large oil-related current account 
surplus. Indeed, the value of RUB has little bearing on its 
ability to compete in the oil market, given that oil is priced in 
USD. Nevertheless, to the extent that policy-makers may 
worry about the risks that a high REER pose to the non-oil 
export sector, high inflation clearly raises risks of policy being 
biased to a weaker RUB.  

Of course, currency depreciation is not a sustainable way of 
improving external competitiveness. Ultimately, the higher 
inflation that is generated by currency weakness will 
undermine competitiveness sooner or later again. 
Nevertheless, the alternative of allowing real appreciation 
risks exacerbating external imbalances for those economies 
that suffer from them, which is perhaps a worse alternative.  

BRL, ZAR, IDR, INR and TRY all have C/A issues: With the 
exception of Russia, all the high-inflation economies have C/A 
worries. Preventing these external imbalances from 
deteriorating has been a policy priority for many countries. A 
rising REER for TRY, BRL, ZAR, INR and IDR would raise the 
risk of C/A deterioration. Colombia, Peru and Chile have 
growing C/A issues which could undermine their currencies, 
but the risks are less acute, given lower inflation.  

Exhibit 6 

High CPI and High C/A Deficit Raise FX Pressure 
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BRL, RUB and IDR have elevated REERs: Current 
valuations are clearly important, too. Countries that have 
elevated REERs and high inflation face a more immediate 
need to encourage nominal adjustment in their exchange 
rates. We use deviations of REER from 10-year averages as 
a (admittedly imperfect) proxy for valuations. Exhibit 7 shows 
these deviations, along with our economists’ CPI forecasts for 
2014. Of the high-inflation economies that we highlighted 
previously, BRL IDR and RUB show a higher deviation than 
average from the average REER level of the last 10 years. 
Valuation is less of a threat for INR and TRY but could soon 
become so again, given inflationary pressures. On this REER 
basis, valuation appears less of a headwind for ZAR.  

Exhibit 7 

High CPI and High REER Also Present FX Risks 
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Otherwise, CNY, SGD, COP and THB all have relatively 
elevated REERs, though with lower-than-average inflation.  

These REER measures are calculated using CPI adjustments 
to nominal exchange rates. Using alternative measures such 
as unit labour costs would give another indication of export 
competitiveness, and we suspect would indicate greater 
concerns over competitiveness.   
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CLP, PEN and ZAR Particularly at Risk from Further 
Industrial Metal Price Declines 

All EM economies are at risk from a slowdown in the pace of 
China’s growth. Nevertheless, some have more direct 
linkages than others. Those more directly at risk are those 
that would suffer should commodity prices continue to decline 
as China rebalances away from investment-led growth (our 
AXJ colleagues highlight that the price impact of China’s 
commodity demand has been much greater in the industrial 
metals area than elsewhere (see Asia Pacific Economics: 
Asia Insight: What Could the Risk of a China Slowdown Mean 
for Asia? June 28 2013), as well as those that export directly 
to China.  

The raw EM export numbers do not capture the full extent of 
the relative risks for currencies, in our view. Indeed, those that 
are more heavily reliant on China for the export of machinery 
and raw materials are more at risk than those which export 
more consumption-based products and services. This may 
mean that KRW and TWD are less at risk than it first appears.  

Exhibit 8 simply highlights the risks involved in terms of 
commodity price declines. As is clear, further declines in the 
price of industrial metals pose a significant risk for PEN, CLP 
and ZAR.  

Exhibit 8 

Who Is at Risk from Falling Industrial Metal Prices? 
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Fed Policy Creates Capital Flow Challenge, 
Particularly for Those with Low Coverage of 
External Liabilities  

The prospect of the Fed tapering its asset purchases raises 
questions over the sustainability of capital flows into EM, 
particularly at a time when much of EM is struggling to sustain 
decent growth. As we and others have discussed at length, 

bonds have contributed significantly to overall balance of 
payments flows in EM over the last few years. Mexico, 
Poland, South Africa and Turkey are in the top five in terms of 
reliance on bond market flows, and we suspect that Malaysia 
is too (though the data are not fully comparable). Brazil, 
Indonesia and India (in particular) have relied less on foreign 
purchases of bonds for overall inflows on the balance of 
payments. 

Exhibit 9 

Who Has Benefitted the Most from Fixed Income 
Inflows?  
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The capital flow risks extend beyond just bond flows though, 
with rising US Treasury yields on the back of higher expected 
US growth raising question marks about capital flows in 
general to EM.  

The cost and availability of external funding for EM has 
become more prohibitive, which means that those countries 
with the largest external funding requirements will face more 
pressure for currency adjustments. Of course, this is closely 
related to the size of current account deficits, which we 
discussed earlier. However, funding is also required to roll 
over existing external debt. We calculate total external funding 
requirements by summing the current account deficit, short-
term external debt and amortisations of medium-term debt 
coming due in the next 12 months. We compared these 
liabilities to the stock of FX reserves at the central bank to 
give an assessment of whether central banks will allow 
currency adjustment to prevent the loss of FX reserves. This 
is our External Coverage Ratio. As shown in our rankings in 
Exhibit 1, Turkey and South Africa score particularly badly in 
this respect, with Indonesia not far behind.  
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The Importance of Structural Reforms  

Emerging markets have not had to work so hard in order to 
attract capital over the past 10 years, as various combinations 
of attractive yields, strong growth and loose DM monetary 
policy have meant that capital easily flooded in. Now, with the 
tide turning the other way, EM needs to work harder in order 
to attract capital, or at least soften the blow.  

Using FX reserves does little except smooth the trend and 
is ultimately an impotent tool to prevent currency depreciation 
in the face of systemic balance of payments pressures. Hiking 
interest rates is more effective, but in the current context also 
only buys some breathing room for EM. Indeed, with growth 
already weak, hiking rates risks a steeper downturn and 
further capital flight.  

Central banks that opted for the interest rate tool in prior years 
(such as in Turkey in 2012) were more readily able to control 
the currency in the face of pressure because that pressure 
was typically short-lived, and against a background of 
increasingly accommodative DM monetary policy and large 
bond inflows into EM. Now, with DM policy heading in a less 
accommodative direction and more systemic medium-term 
BoP issues, we believe that the interest rate tool will be less 
effective in maintaining currency stability, particularly given 
the growth implications already mentioned.  

The most sustainable way to improve capital flow 
prospects is for governments to engage in structural 
reform, enhance competitiveness and boost growth potential. 
Because of the ease with which EM has attracted capital over 
past 10 years, reforms have been on the back burner. Now, 
they are at the centre of our attention and we believe that 
countries that engage in structural reform efforts will see 
currency and broader asset price outperformance.  

Mexico and (to Some Extent) India Pushing Ahead 

This is why we are less concerned about the fate of MXN, 
despite the obvious risks associated with its dependence on 
fixed income portfolio flows. Mexico’s reform agenda should 
mean that MXN is likely to outperform over the long term, and 
we would use any dips caused by fears over Fed tapering as 
an opportunity to rebuild exposure for the long term.  

Mexico is one of the few countries that are pushing ahead in 
this respect. We have seen India respond to the weakness in 
its currency by accelerating reforms in certain areas, easing 
restriction on certain forms of capital inflow, which is 
encouraging. But ultimately more will need to be done in order 
to boost the investment climate and productivity, and the 
ability of the economy to attract long-term capital.  

Elsewhere, we see limited progress. Against the backdrop of 
the risks that we have highlighted that we think will cause 
underperformance for BRL, IDR, TRY and ZAR, we have 
seen little in the way of serious reform measures that make us 
more comfortable about the medium-term prospects of these 
currencies. 

Adding to the medium risks, in 2014 India (May), South 
Africa (April-June), Brazil (October) and Indonesia (mid-
year) will all hold general elections, while Turkey will hold a 
presidential election. This election calendar raises the risks 
that tough reforms will be placed on the back burner, 
diminishing the prospects for a meaningful currency recovery. 
See Indonesia Economics: Asia Insight: Why the Next 
Election Is More Important Than the Last, July 30, 2013, for 
the risks involved for Indonesia.  
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Belarus Potash Crisis: Trigger for Repricing
Vanessa Barrett, Simon Waever, Robert Tancsa 

x Belarus has underperformed EM peers in the past week; 
however, it is still one of the best-performing credits this year. 
We see the recent collapse of the potash marketing 
arrangement and the likely negative impact for the Belarus 
economy as a trigger for investors to reprice Belarus credit 
wider. 

 

This is an excerpt from recent publication, Belarus Economics 
and Strategy: Potash Crisis? August 2, 2013. 

Scope for further repricing: We see the recent events 
regarding the collapse of the potash marketing arrangement 
between Russia and Belarus and the likely negative impact for 
the Belarus economy as a trigger for investors to reprice 
Belarus credit. While Belarus has underperformed EM peers 
in the past week, widening more than 100bp, it is still one of 
the best-performing credits this year (see Exhibit 1). We see 
further scope for negative price action due to both overall EM 
weakness and escalating country-specific risks.  

Exhibit 1 

Belarus Has Outperformed so Far 
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External vulnerabilities recently brought to attention 
across EM… Higher UST yields and prospects of a stronger 
USD on the back of tapering expectations have served to 
highlight the external imbalances that many EM countries 
have developed. A reliance on external funding markets in 
particular has been brought to attention, as abundant global 
liquidity is in the process of being withdrawn. The lack of 
required reforms to increase the productivity of economies 
across EM is also a main concern (see Emerging Issues: How 
Will EM Play Out from Here? July 1, 2013). 

…with Belarus a prime example: As highlighted in the 
previous section, the vulnerabilities in Belarus have been 
building up gradually. A surge in non-energy imports, 
supported by strong wage growth coupled with a slowing of 
exports, has resulted in a sharp deterioration in the current 
account. This is now putting pressure on the FX reserves, 
which at US$8 billion are equivalent to less than two months 
of imports. Furthermore, the potential impact of the recent 
potash market changes only serves to further increase this 
pressure, potentially reducing export earnings by 1.8% or 
nearly US$900 million.  

Liquidity, not solvency: A burgeoning current account 
deficit, reserves under pressure and sizeable external debt 
redemptions relative to FX reserves – similarities with Ukraine 
are striking. However, in addition to the option of a ‘Russian 
Rescue’, as discussed in the full report, Ukraine still has an 
IMF deal as a viable option. Belarus, we estimate, may need 
to fund a current account of US$4-5 billion in the next 12 
months, in addition to government external debt redemptions 
of US$1.8 billion. This is close to 80% of the level of FX 
reserves, pointing to heightened liquidity concerns. At the 
same time, looking at Belarus from a solvency standpoint is 
less alarming, with an external debt/GDP ratio of 49.9%. 

Too late for a Eurobond: As the country will likely want to 
avoid another uncontrolled currency depreciation, external 
funding is therefore required. Back in February, Belarus was 
courting the market for potentially US$1 billion in funding (see 
Belarus: A Search for Funding, February 25, 2013). However, 
given that the market is now less forgiving on external 
imbalances and funding is no longer as abundant, we believe 
that Belarus is very vulnerable. Having said this, a Eurobond 
issuance is not inconceivable, but it would be very difficult, 
given the current environment, and would certainly need to 
come with a significant concession.  

Russian rescue: This leaves Belarus with few options, other 
than more funding from Russia. This would be in addition to 
the last disbursement of the existing anti-crisis loan from the 
Eurasian Economic Community of US$440 million due later 
this year. However, given the increased tension between 
Belarus and Russia, as evidenced by the recent potash 
market changes, this is unlikely to be a straightforward deal.  
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Exhibit 2 

A Depreciation May Not Be as Effective This Time 
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Volatility ahead: A protracted negotiation between the parties 
is likely to increase pressure on the currency. Lukashenko, 
the Belarusian president, is likely to try his best to both avoid 
sharp currency weakening and secure the best deal for 
Belarus. However, as highlighted above, depreciation may be 
unavoidable. In this scenario, we expect bond prices to react 
negatively. Eventually, securing funding from Russia, even 
with a controlled currency weakening, may help to stabilise 
bond prices. Note that while a depreciation of the currency 
coupled with the Russian-led loan helped to restore the 
external balances back in 2011 and pushed bond yields lower, 
higher inflation expectations may limit the gains in 
competitiveness this time round, thus limiting the upside to 
bond prices.  

As such, we do not expect meaningful bond price 
appreciation, unless we see the implementation of more 
moderate domestic policies reflecting a move towards 
permanent rebalancing the external accounts.  

Valuations appear rich: Belarus has outperformed the wider 
EM sovereign credit universe this year and is one of the very 
few EM countries with a positive total return year to date (see 
Exhibit 1). Limited liquidity and the apparent absence of a 
near-term negative event, evident in other EM high yield 
sovereign credits, contributed to the outperformance. 

Comparing to Ukraine shows Belarus trading tighter for most 
of the past three months (see Exhibit 3). While it is clear that 
Ukraine also faces numerous challenges, Belarus still appears 
more vulnerable, given the current situation, in our view. Even 
with funding from Russia and currency weakening as potential 
solutions, they are likely to provide relief only in the very short 
term. Second, as the recent events highlight, the escalation of 
political risk in Belarus and reimplementation of unorthodox 
policies warrant an additional premium, in our view.  

Exhibit 3 

Scope for Further Widening 
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More broadly, we remain defensive in EM credit… Our 
overall view on EM sovereign credit is Hold (see Global EM 
Investor: Technically Speaking, July 29, 2013). We prefer low-
beta countries as a defensive allocation and remain cautious 
on high-beta.  

…with Belarus no exception: Given the valuations, we 
expect further weakness as the market prices the idiosyncratic 
risks into market valuations. A first step would be to reprice 
back to the average level in 2012, around 140bp wide to 
Ukraine. A further deterioration in the situation, mainly the 
absence of a credible funding strategy, would see spreads 
going wider. Note that spreads in September 2011 were much 
wider (>1600bp); however, these levels also reflected broader 
market weaknesses stemming from concerns surrounding the 
eurozone. 
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Morgan Stanley Research at 1585 Broadway, (Attention: Research Management), New York, NY, 10036 USA. 
For valuation methodology and risks associated with any price targets referenced in this research report, please email 
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Analyst Certification 
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Global Research Conflict Management Policy 
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Important US Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies 
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OF BRAZIL, REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES, UKRAINE. 
Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley has received compensation for investment banking services from FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL, 
GOVERNMENT OF MALAYSIA, REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA, REPUBLIC OF INDIA, REPUBLIC OF TURKEY, RUSSIAN FEDERATION, UKRAINE. 
In the next 3 months, Morgan Stanley expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from ARAB REPUBLIC 
OF EGYPT, ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, CZECH REPUBLIC, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA, FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL, 
GOVERNMENT OF MALAYSIA, HUNGARY, REPUBLIC OF CHILE, REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA, REPUBLIC OF CROATIA, REPUBLIC OF 
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COMPANY KAZMUNAYGAS JSC. 
Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley has received compensation for products and services other than investment banking services from 
ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, CZECH REPUBLIC, FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL, GOVERNMENT OF MALAYSIA, REPUBLIC OF 
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Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley has provided or is providing investment banking services to, or has an investment banking client 
relationship with, the following company: ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, CZECH REPUBLIC, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF 
NIGERIA, FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL, GOVERNMENT OF MALAYSIA, HUNGARY, REPUBLIC OF CHILE, REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA, 
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SOUTH AFRICA, REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES, REPUBLIC OF TURKEY, ROMANIA, RUSSIAN FEDERATION, UKRAINE, UNITED 
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Within the last 12 months, Morgan Stanley has either provided or is providing non-investment banking, securities-related services to and/or in the 
past has entered into an agreement to provide services or has a client relationship with the following company: ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, 
CZECH REPUBLIC, FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL, GOVERNMENT OF MALAYSIA, HUNGARY, REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA, REPUBLIC 
OF POLAND, REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA, RUSSIAN FEDERATION, STATE OF ISRAEL, UNITED MEXICAN STATES. 
Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC makes a market in the securities of FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL, NATIONAL COMPANY KAZMUNAYGAS JSC. 
The equity research analysts or strategists principally responsible for the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research have received compensation 
based upon various factors, including quality of research, investor client feedback, stock picking, competitive factors, firm revenues and overall 
investment banking revenues. 
Morgan Stanley and its affiliates do business that relates to companies/instruments covered in Morgan Stanley Research, including market making, 
providing liquidity and specialized trading, risk arbitrage and other proprietary trading, fund management, commercial banking, extension of credit, 
investment services and investment banking. Morgan Stanley sells to and buys from customers the securities/instruments of companies covered in 
Morgan Stanley Research on a principal basis. Morgan Stanley may have a position in the debt of the Company or instruments discussed in this report. 
Certain disclosures listed above are also for compliance with applicable regulations in non-US jurisdictions. 
STOCK RATINGS 
Morgan Stanley uses a relative rating system using terms such as Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated or Underweight (see definitions below). 
Morgan Stanley does not assign ratings of Buy, Hold or Sell to the stocks we cover. Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated and Underweight are not 
the equivalent of buy, hold and sell.  Investors should carefully read the definitions of all ratings used in Morgan Stanley Research. In addition, since 
Morgan Stanley Research contains more complete information concerning the analyst's views, investors should carefully read Morgan Stanley 
Research, in its entirety, and not infer the contents from the rating alone.  In any case, ratings (or research) should not be used or relied upon as 
investment advice.  An investor's decision to buy or sell a stock should depend on individual circumstances (such as the investor's existing holdings) 
and other considerations. 
Global Stock Ratings Distribution 
(as of July 31, 2013) 
For disclosure purposes only (in accordance with NASD and NYSE requirements), we include the category headings of Buy, Hold, and Sell 
alongside our ratings of Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated and Underweight. Morgan Stanley does not assign ratings of Buy, Hold or Sell to the 
stocks we cover. Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated and Underweight are not the equivalent of buy, hold, and sell but represent recommended 
relative weightings (see definitions below). To satisfy regulatory requirements, we correspond Overweight, our most positive stock rating, with a buy 
recommendation; we correspond Equal-weight and Not-Rated to hold and Underweight to sell recommendations, respectively. 
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  Coverage Universe Investment Banking Clients (IBC) 

Stock Rating Category Count 
% of 
Total Count

% of 
Total IBC

% of Rating 
Category

Overweight/Buy 1009 35% 410 39% 41%
Equal-weight/Hold 1302 45% 496 47% 38%
Not-Rated/Hold 112 4% 27 3% 24%
Underweight/Sell 467 16% 123 12% 26%
Total 2,890  1056   
 
Data include common stock and ADRs currently assigned ratings. An investor's decision to buy or sell a stock should depend on individual 
circumstances (such as the investor's existing holdings) and other considerations. Investment Banking Clients are companies from whom Morgan 
Stanley received investment banking compensation in the last 12 months. 
Analyst Stock Ratings 
Overweight (O or Over) - The stock's total return is expected to exceed the total return of the relevant country MSCI Index or the average total return 
of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis over the next 12-18 months. 
Equal-weight (E or Equal) - The stock's total return is expected to be in line with the total return of the relevant country MSCI Index or the average 
total return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis over the next 12-18 months. 
Not-Rated (NR) - Currently the analyst does not have adequate conviction about the stock's total return relative to the relevant country MSCI Index 
or the average total return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months. 
Underweight (U or Under) - The stock's total return is expected to be below the total return of the relevant country MSCI Index or the average total 
return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months. 
Unless otherwise specified, the time frame for price targets included in Morgan Stanley Research is 12 to 18 months. 
Analyst Industry Views 
Attractive (A): The analyst expects the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months to be attractive vs. the 
relevant broad market benchmark, as indicated below. 
In-Line (I): The analyst expects the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months to be in line with the relevant 
broad market benchmark, as indicated below. 
Cautious (C): The analyst views the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months with caution vs. the relevant 
broad market benchmark, as indicated below. 
Benchmarks for each region are as follows: North America - S&P 500; Latin America - relevant MSCI country index or MSCI Latin America Index; 
Europe - MSCI Europe; Japan - TOPIX; Asia - relevant MSCI country index. 
Important Disclosures for Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC Customers 
Citi Research publications may be available about the companies or topics that are the subject of Morgan Stanley Research.  Ask your Financial Advisor or use 
Research Center to view any available Citi Research publications in addition to Morgan Stanley research reports. 
Important disclosures regarding the relationship between the companies that are the subject of Morgan Stanley Research and Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC or  
Morgan Stanley or any of their affiliates, are available on the Morgan Stanley Wealth Management disclosure website at 
www.morganstanley.com/online/researchdisclosures. 
For Morgan Stanley specific disclosures, you may refer to www.morganstanley.com/researchdisclosures. 
Each Morgan Stanley Equity Research report is reviewed and approved on behalf of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC.  This review and approval is conducted by the 
same person who reviews the Equity Research report on behalf of Morgan Stanley.  This could create a conflict of interest. 
Other Important Disclosures 
Morgan Stanley & Co. International PLC and its affiliates have a significant financial interest in the debt securities of ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, ARGENTINE 
REPUBLIC, BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF VENEZUELA, CZECH REPUBLIC, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA, FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL, 
GOVERNMENT OF MALAYSIA, HUNGARY, REPUBLIC OF BELARUS, REPUBLIC OF CHILE, REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA, REPUBLIC OF CROATIA, REPUBLIC OF 
INDIA, REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA, REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN, REPUBLIC OF KOREA, REPUBLIC OF LITHUANIA, REPUBLIC OF PERU, REPUBLIC OF 
POLAND, REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA, REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES, REPUBLIC OF TURKEY, ROMANIA, RUSSIAN FEDERATION, STATE OF ISRAEL, 
THAILAND, UKRAINE, UNITED MEXICAN STATES, BANCO NACIONAL DE DESENVOLVIMENTO ECONOMICO E SOCIAL, NATIONAL COMPANY 
KAZMUNAYGAS JSC.  
Morgan Stanley is not acting as a municipal advisor and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not constitute, advice within the meaning 
of Section 975 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. 
Morgan Stanley produces an equity research product called a "Tactical Idea." Views contained in a "Tactical Idea" on a particular stock may be contrary to the 
recommendations or views expressed in research on the same stock. This may be the result of differing time horizons, methodologies, market events, or other factors. 
For all research available on a particular stock, please contact your sales representative or go to Matrix at http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix. 
Morgan Stanley will make certain research products and announcements available only on the Matrix platform.  For access to Matrix, please contact your sales 
representative or go to Matrix at http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix. 
Any access and/or use of Morgan Stanley Research are subject to Morgan Stanley's Terms of Use (http://www.morganstanley.com/terms.html).  By accessing and/or 
using Morgan Stanley Research, you are indicating that you have read and agree to be bound by our Terms of Use (http://www.morganstanley.com/terms.html). In 
addition you consent to Morgan Stanley processing your personal data and using cookies in accordance with our Privacy Policy and our Global Cookies Policy 
(http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html), including for the purposes of setting your preferences and to collect readership data so that we can deliver better 
and more personalised service and products to you. To find out more information about how Morgan Stanley processes personal data, how we use cookies and how to 
reject cookies see our Privacy Policy and our Global Cookies Policy (http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html). 
If you do not agree to our Terms of Use and/or if you do not wish to provide your consent to Morgan Stanley processing of your personal data or using cookies please do 
not access our research. 
Morgan Stanley Research does not provide individually tailored investment advice. Morgan Stanley Research has been prepared without regard to the circumstances 
and objectives of those who receive it. Morgan Stanley recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and encourages 
investors to seek the advice of a financial adviser. The appropriateness of an investment or strategy will depend on an investor's circumstances and objectives. The 
securities, instruments, or strategies discussed in Morgan Stanley Research may not be suitable for all investors, and certain investors may not be eligible to purchase or 
participate in some or all of them. Morgan Stanley Research is not an offer to buy or sell any security/instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. The value of and 
income from your investments may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, default rates, prepayment rates, securities/instruments prices, 
market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors. There may be time limitations on the exercise of options or other rights in 
securities/instruments transactions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that 
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may not be realized. If provided, and unless otherwise stated, the closing price on the cover page is that of the primary exchange for the subject company's 
securities/instruments. 
The fixed income research analysts, strategists or economists principally responsible for the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research have received compensation 
based upon various factors, including quality, accuracy and value of research, firm profitability or revenues (which include fixed income trading and capital markets 
profitability or revenues), client feedback and competitive factors. Fixed Income Research analysts', strategists' or economists' compensation is not linked to investment 
banking or capital markets transactions performed by Morgan Stanley or the profitability or revenues of particular trading desks. 
Morgan Stanley Research is not an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security/instrument or to participate in any particular trading strategy.  
The "Important US Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies" section in Morgan Stanley Research lists all companies mentioned where Morgan Stanley owns 1% 
or more of a class of common equity securities of the companies.  For all other companies mentioned in Morgan Stanley Research, Morgan Stanley may have an 
investment of less than 1% in securities/instruments or derivatives of securities/instruments of companies and may trade them in ways different from those discussed in 
Morgan Stanley Research. Employees of Morgan Stanley not involved in the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research may have investments in securities/instruments or 
derivatives of securities/instruments of companies mentioned and may trade them in ways different from those discussed in Morgan Stanley Research. Derivatives may 
be issued by Morgan Stanley or associated persons. 
With the exception of information regarding Morgan Stanley, Morgan Stanley Research is based on public information. Morgan Stanley makes every effort to use reliable, 
comprehensive information, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete.  We have no obligation to tell you when opinions or information in Morgan 
Stanley Research change apart from when we intend to discontinue equity research coverage of a subject company. Facts and views presented in Morgan Stanley 
Research have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information known to, professionals in other Morgan Stanley business areas, including investment banking 
personnel. 
Morgan Stanley Research personnel may participate in company events such as site visits and are generally prohibited from accepting payment by the company of 
associated expenses unless pre-approved by authorized members of Research management. 
Morgan Stanley may make investment decisions or take proprietary positions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views in this report. 
To our readers in Taiwan:  Information on securities/instruments that trade in Taiwan is distributed by Morgan Stanley Taiwan Limited ("MSTL"). Such information is for 
your reference only. The reader should independently evaluate the investment risks and is solely responsible for their investment decisions. Morgan Stanley Research 
may not be distributed to the public media or quoted or used by the public media without the express written consent of Morgan Stanley. Information on 
securities/instruments that do not trade in Taiwan is for informational purposes only and is not to be construed as a recommendation or a solicitation to trade in such 
securities/instruments. MSTL may not execute transactions for clients in these securities/instruments. To our readers in Hong Kong: Information is distributed in Hong 
Kong by and on behalf of, and is attributable to, Morgan Stanley Asia Limited as part of its regulated activities in Hong Kong. If you have any queries concerning Morgan 
Stanley Research, please contact our Hong Kong sales representatives. 
Certain information in Morgan Stanley Research was sourced by employees of the Shanghai Representative Office of Morgan Stanley Asia Limited for the use of Morgan 
Stanley Asia Limited. 
Morgan Stanley is not incorporated under PRC law and the research in relation to this report is conducted outside the PRC.  Morgan Stanley Research does not 
constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in the PRC.  PRC investors shall have the relevant qualifications to invest in such securities 
and shall be responsible for obtaining all relevant approvals, licenses, verifications and/or registrations from the relevant governmental authorities themselves. 
Morgan Stanley Research is disseminated in Brazil by Morgan Stanley C.T.V.M. S.A.; in Japan by Morgan Stanley MUFG Securities Co., Ltd. and, for Commodities 
related research reports only, Morgan Stanley Capital Group Japan Co., Ltd; in Hong Kong by Morgan Stanley Asia Limited (which accepts responsibility for its contents); 
in Singapore by Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Pte. (Registration number 199206298Z) and/or Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Securities Pte Ltd (Registration 
number 200008434H), regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (which accepts legal responsibility for its contents and should be contacted with respect to any 
matters arising from, or in connection with, Morgan Stanley Research); in Australia to "wholesale clients" within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act by 
Morgan Stanley Australia Limited A.B.N. 67 003 734 576, holder of Australian financial services license No. 233742, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in 
Australia to "wholesale clients" and "retail clients" within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Australia Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 
19 009 145 555, holder of Australian financial services license No. 240813, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in Korea by Morgan Stanley & Co International 
plc, Seoul Branch; in India by Morgan Stanley India Company Private Limited; in Indonesia by PT Morgan Stanley Asia Indonesia; in Canada by Morgan Stanley Canada 
Limited, which has approved of and takes responsibility for its contents in Canada; in Germany by Morgan Stanley Bank AG, Frankfurt am Main and Morgan Stanley 
Private Wealth Management Limited, Niederlassung Deutschland, regulated by Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin); in Spain by Morgan Stanley, 
S.V., S.A., a Morgan Stanley group company, which is supervised by the Spanish Securities Markets Commission (CNMV) and states that Morgan Stanley Research has 
been written and distributed in accordance with the rules of conduct applicable to financial research as established under Spanish regulations; in the US by Morgan 
Stanley & Co. LLC, which accepts responsibility for its contents. Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc, authorized by the Prudential Regulatory Authority and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulatory Authority, disseminates in the UK research that it has prepared, and approves solely for the purposes 
of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, research which has been prepared by any of its affiliates. Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management 
Limited, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, also disseminates Morgan Stanley Research in the UK. Private UK investors should obtain the 
advice of their Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc or Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management representative about the investments concerned. RMB Morgan 
Stanley (Proprietary) Limited is a member of the JSE Limited and regulated by the Financial Services Board in South Africa. RMB Morgan Stanley (Proprietary) Limited is 
a joint venture owned equally by Morgan Stanley International Holdings Inc. and RMB Investment Advisory (Proprietary) Limited, which is wholly owned by FirstRand 
Limited. 
The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (DIFC Branch), regulated by the Dubai Financial Services 
Authority (the DFSA), and is directed at Professional Clients only, as defined by the DFSA. The financial products or financial services to which this research relates will 
only be made available to a customer who we are satisfied meets the regulatory criteria to be a Professional Client. 
The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (QFC Branch), regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre 
Regulatory Authority (the QFCRA), and is directed at business customers and market counterparties only and is not intended for Retail Customers as defined by the 
QFCRA. 
As required by the Capital Markets Board of Turkey, investment information, comments and recommendations stated here, are not within the scope of investment 
advisory activity. Investment advisory service is provided in accordance with a contract of engagement on investment advisory concluded between brokerage houses, 
portfolio management companies, non-deposit banks and clients. Comments and recommendations stated here rely on the individual opinions of the ones providing 
these comments and recommendations. These opinions may not fit to your financial status, risk and return preferences. For this reason, to make an investment decision 
by relying solely to this information stated here may not bring about outcomes that fit your expectations. 
The trademarks and service marks contained in Morgan Stanley Research are the property of their respective owners. Third-party data providers make no warranties or 
representations relating to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they provide and shall not have liability for any damages relating to such data. The 
Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) was developed by and is the exclusive property of MSCI and S&P. Morgan Stanley bases projections, opinions, forecasts 
and trading strategies regarding the MSCI Country Index Series solely on public information. MSCI has not reviewed, approved or endorsed these projections, opinions, 
forecasts and trading strategies. Morgan Stanley has no influence on or control over MSCI's index compilation decisions. Morgan Stanley Research or portions of it may 
not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of Morgan Stanley.  Morgan Stanley research is disseminated and available primarily electronically, and, 
in some cases, in printed form.  Additional information on recommended securities/instruments is available on request. 
Morgan Stanley has based its projections, opinions, forecasts and trading strategies regarding the MSCI Country Index Series solely on publicly available information. 
MSCI has not reviewed, approved or endorsed the projections, opinions, forecasts and trading strategies contained herein. Morgan Stanley has no influence on or 
control over MSCI's index compilation decisions. 
Morgan Stanley Research, or any portion thereof may not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of Morgan Stanley. 
Morgan Stanley Research is disseminated and available primarily electronically, and, in some cases, in printed form. 
Additional information on recommended securities/instruments is available on request. 
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